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ABSTRACT 

To define the laws of new physics different formalism are made. In this paper we will prove the existence 
of parallel  universe and multi dimensions.  In this universe many singularities are present that can move 
us to different universe. . There are  point in the universe which can be find out with the help of simple 
mathematics. We will also prove that above black hole point multiple  universe are connected to a point 
which can be explained by tensor. In this paper we explain that the points which are hidden from normal 
calculation are existence of dark matter and source of dark energy. All above mentioned will be proved 
by using mathematical formulae 
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The number 3 is a centre of universe .  All unsolved mysteries can be solved by a number 3. 

INTRODUCTION 

Co-ordinate geometry plays an important role in locating or localizing the position of object in three 

dimensional space. But it is very difficult in locating the position of heavenly bodies in space specially black 

hole. Because while locating these heavenly bodies we are unable to detect the dark matter, dark energy 

and singularity of a universe. But in this paper we are going to discusss two important formulae that will help 

us to locate the singular point of black hole. We will also discuss that above black hole two universe get 

connected. Because if singularity is made in universe due to infinite mass then there is definitely a 

connection of two universe above singularity point which supports the einstien general theory of relativity. 

As mentioned in my last paper projection of time dimensions 3 an important number. This number 3 makes 

up all universe.  
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Identifying an exchange point of parallel universe is most typical task . Infinite mass plays an important role 

in finding out exchange point .the point where an infinite mass exist that point is only the point of exchange . 

example of infinite mass are black hole .If  theory of general theory of relativity is correct .Then to make an 

exchange point one need to put an infinite mass on space time web . 

FORMALISM 

 Consider a consecutive series of number that end with 7 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

The mid term in series is 4 . Let us call it median 

1+2+3=6 

Sum of number before 4 is 6 

5+6+7=18  

Sum of number after 4 is 18 

Sum of number after median is always 3 times the sum of number before median. 

7*4=28 

1+2+3+4+5+6+7=28 

Multiplication of end term by median is 28 which is equal to the sum of all digit upto 7. 

If a number end with an odd number n then generalized form can be written as 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

For making a link between co-ordinate geometry and algebra consider a straight line .  Divide line by putting 

consecutive natural number  upto 7 . Take another line make same equal point on it. Coincide two line in such 

a way that meeting  point of two line is a median .Now from this median point in x and y same number are 

seen. Now take so many lines in all directions but meeting point of all line should be median .In 2 dimension 

it become circle.In 3 dimension it become spherical. If something is observed from this median in all direction 

then they will remain same .This median point can be considered as point from where no change take place. 

This can be considered as reference point which define symmetry. That’s why galactic centre is  zero. The 

sum of co-ordinate on a a line  after median is always 3 times sum of co ordinates before median. 
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So we can say the basic structural unit of this universe is defined by number 3. The above theorem of series is 

applicable on line in one dimension, then circle and then sphere.  

fig.1 

 

1. This median number can define the singularity of space time . if  this straight line is a part of space 

time web  then one can put infinite mass on this median which will create  one minima  and two 

maxima. The more mass at this median more minima will be created and two maxima can meet.  The 

maxima points can be  before and after median.So this gives us possibility to travel in space time. This 

can make general theory of relativity easier to understand. The symmetry of universe is well defined. 

2. From the above figure and above formulae one can observe that this point 4 is a singularity around 

which various number of universe can be formed. This 4 or median remains hidden in calculation of 

above formulae.  Similarly dark matter and dark energy also remains hidden in universe. 

3. It is easy to define singularity of black hole The value of singularity is already infinite . so singularity 

of black hole  here is 4/0 or median/0.  On this median point only there exist an infinite mass only then 

a minima is made . 

4. So many problems which are related to increasing  mass of galaxies , dark matter can well be solved 

by above two formulaes.  This median is an existence of infinite mass. Above infinite mass according 

to general theory of relativity two universe get connected through one point.This means above black 

hole singularity there exist a multiple parallel universe through single point just above singularity of 

black hole. 
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fig2. 

 

 On one side of galactic centre mass of galaxies is 3 time as that of other side of galaxies of other centre 

if we apply above 

 In the Above figure the yellow point is connected point of a universe  which is just present above 
singularity. This is just present above black hole 

 Around this point various universe are present . Whenever anything come in contact of this yellow 
point one can easily exchange universe. 

  

CONCLUSION 

1. basic structural unit of this universe is defined by number 3 . That’s why if we have to find out any 

quantity after median consequently easy to be defined. 

2. We can find out singular point anywhere on a space time web just by applying above law  

3. We have proved that there exist a connected point just above the singularity of black hole. 

4. The mystery of number 3 remain same in all dimensions 

5. At median point there exist a dark matter and dark energy ,that’s the reason that at singularity infinite 

mass is calculated 

6. We have represented connection of different universe using diagram in fig. 2 
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